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i) Genusii) Diameter iii) Lime water iv) Focus v) in an instant.



i) Alpha and Omega ii) Shift one’s ground iii) Every dog has his day iv ) for good and all

v) Out and out.
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The Chinese were the first to make gunpowder, invent the magnetic Compass and give to the

world the art of making paper. About 2000 years ago, the Chinese made gunpowder by mixing

sulphur and saltpeter. The mixture explored when set on fire. The Chinese were the first to find out

the fact that a narrow magnet floating in a bowl of water would always point to the North. This

discovery led to the invention of magnetic Compass. This device helped the sailors to find out the

direction when they were out of sight or land. Soon the device reached the ‘Arabs and Europeans.



Gandhiji’s Experiment of Truth: Gandhiji identified truth with God. ‘To define God is difficult’,

Gandhiji says, He experimented truth with his wife. In the beginning he dominated his wife but later

he understood the moral strength of women. Gandhiji’s views Women: According to Gandhiji, to call

women the weaker sex is a God. It is a man’s injustice to man. The wife is not a slave but an equal

partner in all his joys and sorrows. Women have the right to participate in all debates, deliberations

and activities. Women’s marvelous powers are lying dormant. Gandhiji said that his ‘experiments of

truth’ would be successful if he could secure the women’s help.
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